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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case
of any doubt, the consultancy should be taken from the legal, financial, tax, or
another professional law practitioner. All the items of information which have
been given below are not to be given in an exhaustive way and they can never
be considered a part of various contractual relationships.
It is our utmost desire that the information given in this white paper should
be accurate, up to date and all the products, services, technical architecture,
token distribution, company timelines, moreover, all these materials could
have changed without any notice and they can never be considered a binding
agreement of the professional advice.
This white paper does not bound any individual to enter into any contract or
enter into any binding legal commitment to the contribution. This white paper
also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion which can be
considered advice, or which can sell, or which can solicit any offer by Trillions
to purchase our token nor shall it be considered a part of any effect which can
be used for the formation of contract or investment decision .

INTRODUCTION
 Crypto Heist is the first ever token which offers Reflections with BNB
Rewards. Via referral community earns passive income in form of BNB and
$HIEST Token.
 10% of each transaction is redistributed to token holders. That means you
earn more CryptoHeist Coins by just holding them in your wallet.
 We have burn pool of 50% of the supply. We have burned 20% of the supply
Also 30% will be burned from every milestone we achieve.

 We have designed this with Anti dumping feature which will control the
price and our token will yield all $HIEST Holders a long term stable Return
of investment for life.

 CryptoHeist first ever reflection with BNB Reward platform. It is Hyperdeflationary with an integrated smart staking system built in to reward you,
so more CryptoHeist coins are being automatically added to your wallet
each transaction.
 CryptoHeist is a deflationary Token designed to become more stronger over
time. It offers Passive BNB earning, Massive Burn, Locked Liquidity ,
Anti-dumping strategies and Amazing reward holding features. All holders
will Watch the amount of CryptoHeist grow in their wallet as all they
automatically receive a 10% fee from every transaction.

METRICS

Symbol
• HEIST

Decimal
• 18

Platform
• BSCSCAN

TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 1 Quadrallion

Airdrop
Presale
Burn

Liquidity
Marketing

ROADMAP
Contract development , Website design
September

Social Community, Influencer Marketing
Airdrop, Presale

Launch on PancakeSwap, CoinGecko Listing
October

CMC Listing
Cex Listing

CryptoHeist Swap
November

Further Eco-System Development

Lets Join The Team

